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Standard C37.118.1a Tests
1. Steady state - balanced sinusoids
– Hardware, ADC sampling quality/timing, signal/noise ratio.

2. Steady state – single “balanced” harmonic at f0
– Very loose stopband rejection test.

3. Out of band (interharmonics <2 f0) testing (close to f0)
– Very strict stopband rejection test.

4. Bandwidth (modulation)
– Very strict passband flatness test

5. Frequency ramp test
– Tests for excessive uncompensated frequency and ROCOF
post-filtering, or timestamp calibration errors in them.

6. Step tests
– Restrict the time window lengths of the total filter paths for phasors,
frequency and ROCOF calculation. Limits on overshoot and
undershoot.

7. Latency

Test 1 : Steady state - balanced sinusoids
•
•
•
•

The test is the ONLY C37.118.1a test done across the PMU bandwidth (2 to 5 Hz)
The waveforms are always balanced sinusoids
For P class, the signal applied is as low as 0.8pu
For M class, the signal applied is as low as 0.1pu

TVE compliance is “easy” so long as the PMU timing is working correctly.
Frequency (±0.005 Hz) and ROCOF (±0.4 Hz/s for P, (±0.1 Hz/s for M) are much harder.
The crux points are P class (~2 cycle window) at 0.8pu, and M class FS=50 Hz (~10 cycle window) at 0.1pu.

Test 1 : Steady state - balanced sinusoids

NOT average, or RMS, the maximum
single error observed!

The crux points are P class (~2 cycle window) at 0.8pu, and M class FS=50 Hz (~10 cycle window) at 0.1pu.
In my experience (agreed with Bill Dickerson of Arbiter, you need about 12-13 bits of IDEAL ADC sampling
across the ±pu signal input range to achieve compliance in those cases. Allowing for analogue circuit noise, and
ADC non-linearity/noise, a 16-bit ADC is probably just enough.
𝑆𝑁𝑅 𝑑𝐵 = 1.76 + 6.02𝑛 = 74𝑑𝐵 for n=12 bits, with a 1pu signal applied
In the M class test, at 0.1pu, 20dB is immediately lost so SNR in the PMU will only be 54dB.

In a software test environment, you should DEFINITELY model realistic noise and/or ADC quantisation,
otherwise the algorithm may be too optimistically treated. It could pass in simulation, but be unsuitable for any
realistic application.

Test 1 : Steady state - balanced sinusoids

Oh! different frequencies not tested for off-nominal
magnitudes!

How long?

Test 1 : Steady state - balanced sinusoids

Oh! different amplitudes not tested for off-nominal
frequencies!

Test 2 : Single “balanced” harmonic at f0

The lack of ANY required uncertainty makes it a useless
measurement from a network operators perspective!
0.4 Hz/s uncertainty makes it a useless measurement from
a network operators perspective!

NOTE. Some M-class PMUs can make very GOOD
measurements in this particular test, and even across
wide frequency ranges with simultaneous applied
harmonics, if the algorithms are suitably adaptive to
off-nominal frequency and use suitable
filters/algorithms.

So in this test, harmonics are being varied so frequency is left at nominal!
And, only one harmonic at a time is applied.
It is a very restrictive test!

Test 2 : Single “balanced” harmonic at f0

Test 2 : Single “balanced” harmonic at f0

This leads to the same waveshapes on all phases.
It is the most “usual” symptom in power systems.
Of course, there are many other permutations which are not explored by
this approach.

Test 2 : Single “balanced” harmonic at f0

K. E. Martin, A. R. Goldstein, M. G. Adamiak, G. Antonova,
M. Begovic, et al., "Synchrophasor Measurements under the
IEEE Standard C37.118.1-2011 with amendment
C37.118.1a," IEEE Transactions on Power Delivery, 2015

Test 2 : Single “balanced” harmonic at f0

•

Typical RFE results for the “Reference” algorithm are !
0.02 Hz/s to 50 Hz/s ! depending on the additional postprocessing (following the Hamming/Sinc window) applied to
frequency and ROCOF.

Test 2 : Single “balanced” harmonic at f0
•
•
•
•

•

Personally, I run my own tests where I also sweep nominal frequency over the whole valid
input range, as well as checking every harmonic.
It is a long test – 49 harmonics times the number of frequency steps.
But, it is often revealing.
The standard test done only at f0 is, in my opinion, too much of an “easy ride” for PMUs, and
in no way certifies them for use in any real environments.
I also like to run my own tests where multiple harmonics (e.g. to EN 50160) are applied at the
same time, over non-linear frequency ramps!

Test 3 : Out of Band (OOB)
(interharmonics between 10 Hz and 2*f0 eg flicker)

• This test is “dressed up” as testing digital anti-aliasing
filtering before the decimation to the reporting rate.
• The out of band test is really a test of the STOPBAND
attenuation.
• It tests the ability of the algorith/filter/window to reject
signals between FS/2 and f0 removed from the
fundamental.
• The filter “stopband start frequency” is defined as FS/2
which is the Nyquist frequency at the reporting rate.

Test 3 : Out of Band (OOB)
(interharmonics between 10 Hz and 2*f0 eg flicker)
•
•

This test is “dressed up” as testing digital anti-aliasing filtering
before the decimation to the reporting rate.
The out of band test is really a test of the STOPBAND
attenuation.
– It tests the ability of the algorith/filter/window to reject signals with
( fIH-f0 ) ≥ FS/2.
– The filter “stopband start frequency” is defined as FS/2 which is the
Nyquist frequency at the reporting rate.

The required stopband attenuation in C37.118.1(2011)
was just 20dB, but it was nowhere near enough to
attain 0.01Hz accuracy with the applied interharmonics
at 10% of fundamental.

The stopband attenuation at FS/2 required
to comply with C37.118.1a is closer to 54dB
for a fixed-filter PMU

Test 3 : Out of Band (OOB)
(interharmonics between 10 Hz and 2*f0 eg flicker)
•

The test exercises the PMU by testing the filtering with fundamental frequency
varied over a reduced range.
–

•

This is somewhat of a “cheat”, and it acknowledges that the stopband rejection for a PMU
which does not tune itself to the fundamental will be much poorer if frequency is at the edge
of the actual quoted PMU range of operation.

Achieving a TVE of 1.3% in this test is quite easy for the PMU filter if it has >20dB
of attenuation in the stopband.

Test 3 : Out of Band (OOB)
(interharmonics between 10 Hz and 2*f0 eg flicker)

K. E. Martin, A. R. Goldstein, M. G. Adamiak, G. Antonova,
M. Begovic, et al., "Synchrophasor Measurements under the
IEEE Standard C37.118.1-2011 with amendment
C37.118.1a," IEEE Transactions on Power Delivery, 2015

Test 3 : Out of Band (OOB)
(interharmonics between 10 Hz and 2*f0 eg flicker)

Test 3 : Out of Band (OOB)
(interharmonics between 10 Hz and 2*f0 eg flicker)

Test 3 : Out of Band (OOB)
(interharmonics between 10 Hz and 2*f0 eg flicker)

Closer points
here, to check
the edge of the
stopband

Points further
apart here, to
save time

Test 3 : Out of Band (OOB)
(interharmonics between 10 Hz and 2*f0 eg flicker)
•

The passing or failing of this test will usually be determined by
the FE limit, since the RFE limit is suspended. For a given filter,
FE at 0.01Hz will fail long before TVE fails at 1.3%

•

Typical RFE results for the “Reference” algorithm are up to
0.9 Hz/s.
Achievable RFE results for “Better” algorithms are <0.15 Hz/s

•

Test 3 : Out of Band (OOB)
(interharmonics between 10 Hz and 2*f0 eg flicker)
•
•

The way the test is applied is not “correct” for a PMU which
adapts (tunes) itself so that its filter is centred on the ACTUAL
frequency f, instead of being fixed at the the nominal f0.
For “adaptive PMUs”, a better regime would be to test:
– The ability of the algorith/filter/window to reject signals
with( fIH −f ) ≥ FS/2.
– Not the subtle difference between this and ( fIH−f0 ) ≥ FS/2.

A. J. Roscoe, B. Dickerson, and K. E. Martin, "The amended standard
C37.118.1a and its implications for frequency-tracking M-class Phasor
Measurement Units (PMUs)," in IEEE Applied Measurements for Power
Systems (AMPS), Aachen, Germany, 2014.

Determining the required filter Mask
for OOB testing
Frequency deviation
2π ∙ (fIH−f) ∙ AF(fIH−fT)
2π ∙ (1− AF(fIH−fT))

Frequency deviation
2π ∙ (fIH−f) ∙ AF(fIH−fT)
2π ∙ (1− AF(fIH−fT))

𝐹 𝑓𝐼𝐻 − 𝑓𝑇
Minimum separation
of the interharmonic
from the tuned
(heterodyne) frequency.
Sets the width of the mask.

𝐹𝐸𝑚𝑎𝑥
<
𝐴 ∙ 𝑓𝐼𝐻 − 𝑓
Maximum separation
of the interharmonic
from the
fundamental frequency, when
𝑓𝐼𝐻 − 𝑓𝑇 is minimum,
sets the gain (attenuation)
Required at the “closest” mask point.

Out-of-Band testing, f=f0
All algorithms
f0 = Nominal frequency (Hz)
f = Actual fundamental frequency (Hz)
fT = Tuned frequency (Hz)

Minimum fIH (upper) = 𝑓0 +

Minimum ( fIH - fT ) = 𝑓0 +

𝐹𝑆
2
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2
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Frequency in filter = ( fIH - fT )
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f = f T = f0
Maximum ( fIH - f ) = 𝑓0 +

Mask width is “normal”

𝐹𝑆
2

Frequency

𝐹𝑆
𝑓0 +
2
𝐹𝑆
2

− 𝑓0 =

and ( fIH - f ) tracks exactly with ( fIH - fT ).

𝐹𝑆
2

𝐹𝑆
f=f020

Out-of-Band testing,
Fixed-filter algorithm

Minimum fIH (upper) = 𝑓0 +

f0 = Nominal frequency (Hz)
f = Actual fundamental frequency (Hz)
fT = Tuned frequency (Hz)

𝐹𝑆
2

Minimum ( fIH - fT ) = 𝑓0 +

− 𝑓0 =

𝐹𝑆
2
𝐹𝑆
2

Frequency in filter = ( fIH - fT )

𝐹𝑆
𝑓0 −
2

fT = f0
𝐹

f =f0-20𝑆
Mask width is “normal”

𝐹𝑆
2

Maximum ( fIH - f) = 𝑓0 +

but gain needs to be reduced by 20 ∙ 𝑙𝑜𝑔

at the closest frequency, from what you might expect.
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= 0.83 dB,
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Out-of-Band testing,
Frequency-tracking algorithm
f0 = Nominal frequency (Hz)
f = Actual fundamental frequency (Hz)
fT = Tuned frequency (Hz)

Minimum fIH (upper) = 𝑓0 +
Minimum ( fIH - fT ) = 𝑓0 +

𝐹𝑆
2

𝐹𝑆
20

− 𝑓0 +

𝐹𝑆
2

= 0.9
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2

Frequency in filter = ( fIH - fT )

𝐹𝑆
𝑓0 −
2

f0
𝐹

f =fT=f0+20𝑆
Mask frequency width is reduced by 10% from

Maximum ( fIH - f) = 𝑓0 +
𝐹𝑆
2

Frequency

𝐹𝑆
𝑓0 +
2
𝐹𝑆
2

but gain can be 20 ∙ 𝑙𝑜𝑔

at the closest frequency, from what you might expect.
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1
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= 0.9
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= 0.92 dB higher,

Simplified OOB requirements and
examples, f0=50 Hz, FS=50 Hz

Simplified OOB requirements and
examples, f0=50 Hz, FS=50 Hz
14.8% narrower
0.92 dB
0.83 dB

f0 = 50 Hz
FS = 50 Hz

Test 3 : Out of Band
Examples with FS=50 Hz
Closer points
here, to check
the edge of the
stopband

Points further
apart here, to
save time

Test 4 : Modulation (bandwidth, passband flatness)

• The out of band test is really a test of the PASSBAND
flatness.
• The PASSBAND for M class is defined as FR=FS/5
(FS=reporting rate), but limited to a maximum value of 5
Hz.
• But, it is only 2 Hz for P class (this is not very useful –
what happens at 47.5 Hz?!)

The effect of modulation in the
bandwidth test
M j 2f M t M  j 2f M t
e
 e
2
2
M
M
 F  f M  e j 2f M t  F  f M  e  j 2f M t
2
2
V

VMeas

TVE  VMeas  V
0.1 pu amplitude modulation

0.9

0.1 rad phase modulation

F fM  1 
1.1

(1+0j)

TVE Limit

F fM  1 

M
0.03
0.1

F  f M   0 .7

F(fM) > -3.098 dB

Attenuation must be <3dB at passband edge
Example for M class 50 Hz reporting

Test 4 : Modulation (bandwidth, passband flatness)
•

•

There are also limits for FE and RFE, but in general these will pass for most
PMUs unless substantial post-filtering is applied to these (relative to the Phasor
outputs).
If the PMU applies post-filtering, or uses different filters/algorithms to determine
FE and RFE, than were used to determine the phasors, then FE and RFE could
still fail, even if TVE passes.
F & ROCOF
performance
limits

Error requirements for Compliance
P Class

M Class

Reporting
Rate FS (Hz)

Fr (Hz)

Max FE

Max RFE

Fr (Hz)

Max FE

Max RFE

10
12
15
20

1
1.2
1.5
2

0.03
0.04
0.05
0.06

0.6
0.8
1.3
2.3

2
2.4
3
4

0.12
0.14
0.18
0.24

2.3
3.3
5.1
9.0

25

2

0.06

2.3

5

0.30

14

30

2

0.06

2.3

5

0.30

14

50

2

0.06

2.3

5

0.30

14

60

2

0.06

2.3

5

0.30

14

Formulas

min(FS/10,2)

0.03 *Fr

0.06 *Fr

0.18*π*Fr 2

0.18*π*Fr 2 min(Fs/5,5)

Test 4 : Modulation (bandwidth, passband flatness)

Bandwidth test example – M class
TVE

•

If you have a PMU to test, the hardest PMU to make is:
–
–

•
•

For f0=50 Hz, the M class device which reports at FS=25 Hz
For f0=60 Hz, the M class device which reports at FS=60 Hz

This is because the PMU bandwidth required is a full ±5 Hz, but the stopband (OOB test) will test the
stopband starting at FS/2=25/2=12.5 Hz
This is only a 2.5:1 ratio.
–
–

–

For f0=50 Hz, FS=50 Hz, ratio = (50/2)/5 = 5:1
For f0=50 Hz, FS=25 Hz, ratio = (25/2)/5 = 2.5:1
bigger.
For f0=50 Hz, FS=10 Hz, ratio = (10/2)/2 = 2.5:1

But this is slightly harder than FS=10 because the bandwidth is

Bandwidth test example – M class
Frequency Error (FE) & ROCOF ERROR (RFE)

The low reporting rate devices
are much harder to make
compliant. Reporting rate 50 Hz
is much easier.

OOB vs Bandwidth
• The Bandwidth and OOB tests check passband flatness
and stopband attenuation. The general frequency-domain
shape of the filter response is tested against the “mask”.

• If these tests both pass, it is likely the PMU will also pass
the response-time tests.

Test 5 : Frequency ramp
•
•

In general, a PMU which passes the previous tests OUGHT to pass
the Frequency ramp test.
BUT, the frequency ramp test can catch out PMUs which apply
excessive post-filtering to frequency or ROCOF outputs, especially if
these are not carefully implemented with corrections for the
timestamp.

Frequency

ROCOF

Test 5 : Frequency ramp

Test 5 : Frequency ramp example
M Class 50 Hz reporting rate

Test 5 : Frequency ramp example
M Class 50 Hz reporting rate

In this example, the ramp
starts at t=2.000s.
The reports with
TIMESTAMPS around 2.000s
are perturbed by the step
in ROCOF.
In this example, 3-4
reports either side of the
step time contain
“non−ideal” data.

-4 -3 -2 -1

+3 +4 +5
+2
+1
0

Test 5 : Frequency ramp example
M Class 50 Hz reporting rate

The exclusion interval is 7/50 seconds.
i.e. 7 cycles, 7 reports
So the report which coincides with the ramp
start or stop time is excluded from the
analysis, plus also 7 reports are excluded
either side of the ramp start/stop times.
The working group have agreed that it is
normative that the ramp always starts and
stops at times which coincide exactly with
expected report timestamps.

Test 5 : Frequency ramp - Exclusion interval

Test 5 : Frequency ramp - Exclusion interval
The formulas for computing the phasor,
frequency, and ROCOF values are based on an
integer time step that only works when the
ramp starts at nominal and with the count n=0
when the ramp starts … time must be t=0 when
the ramp is at the nominal frequency. This is
not stated. That further requires a report at
that point since there is always a report at the
second rollover which also means there will be
a report at the limit since the limits are at
integer frequencies (except 12 fps). I think
that is your argument that the ramp has to
start at a report time.
I think this is explicitly normative. Special
consideration is even given in Table 7 for Fs=12
to satisfy this normative requirement.
Dan Dwyer, Ken Martin : 6th May 2015
i.e. the ramp should start and end exactly on a
valid report time.
The points at the exact EDGE of the
exclusion interval should be assumed
to be INCLUDED,
NOT excluded.

We all agreed that the exclusion interval is a
fixed period of time N/Fs (point 4). If the
ramp begins coincident with a report, the
exclusion interval begins AFTER that report
and ends AFTER N reports later. If it the ramp
ends coincident to a report, the exclusion
interval ends BEFORE that report and begins
BEFORE a report N reports earlier.
This should resolve the original issue with ICAP
testing and testing and certification should
now be able to proceed using the above
interpretation.
Allen Goldstein: 7th May 2015

Test 5 : Frequency ramp

Test 5 : Frequency ramp
Limitations

• It should ideally test for phasor phases not corrected for
ROCOF (as the phase profile across the measurement
window is parabolic, the waveform is a “chirp”), but the
TVE limit is too large to detect this. For metrological units,
a much tighter TVE limit could (and should?) be applied in
this test.
• The C37.118.1a Reference PMU TVE is 0.05-0.5% during
this test.
• It is possible to achieve significantly better results
(<0.01%) if the PMU contains the appropriate corrections
to apply during ROCOF events.
• There is no consideration of non-linear frequency ramps.

Test 6 : Dynamic step test
•

The step test applies amplitude and phase steps.
– The undershoot and overshoot tests evaluate the window shapes.
Failures will occur if the windows contain a high proportion of
negative weights.

– The delay parameter tests that the window is correctly centred and
symmetric about the timestamp issued with the report
» Or it could be asymmetric but correctly calibrated/corrected

Test 6 : Dynamic step test undershoot, overshoot, delay
•

The step test applies amplitude and phase steps.
– The undershoot and overshoot tests evaluate the window shapes.
Failures will occur if the windows contain a high proportion of
negative weights.

– The delay parameter tests that the window is correctly centred and
symmetric about the timestamp issued with the report
» Or it could be asymmetric but correctly calibrated/corrected

Test 6 : Dynamic step test –
response

• Response can fail if:
– The filter window is too long in
the time domain
– Too much post processing is
applied to frequency and/or
ROCOF outputs
– The steady-state
measurements are too close to
the TVE, FE and RFE limits in
the first place.

Test 6 : Dynamic step test –
limits

Test 6 : Dynamic step test –
under/overshoot definitions

Look in the Test Suite
Specification!
Lots of information,
specifying undershoot,
overshoot, etc.

IEEE, ISBN 978‐0‐7381‐9360‐1: 'IEEE Synchrophasor Measurement Test Suite
Specification', 2014

Test 6 : Dynamic step test –
Test Plan – equivalent time sampling

Look in the Test Suite
Specification!
Lots of information,
specifying undershoot,
overshoot, etc.

Test 7 : Latency

•

Latency can fail if:
• The filter window is too long in the time domain
• The PMU processing takes too long
• The report “packetisation” and/or LAN card takes too
long to send it.

•

Latency can be assessed during any of the previous tests, or during a dedicated
test.
• Many measurements are taken, because LAN cards change their latency
over minutes or hours.
• The latency for PMUs which adapt or tune to fundamental frequency may
change with the fundamental frequency. Lower fundamentals may result on
longer time windows.

What does the standard NOT test at all?
•
•
•

•
•

•
•

•

It doesn’t provide any overall “uncertainty” which can be applied by a
user, in a particular network power quality condition.
It does not test unbalance (at all).
It is very limited in its treatment of harmonics, and the ROCOF errors
can be very large in realistic power quality scenarios.
It does not test at all for high frequency interharmonics from power
electronics or HVDC.
It does not test for any of the above, at off nominal frequencies, or
during non-linear frequency ramps.
The tested bandwidths of some PMUs (2 Hz) is not enough to cover
cricitical network conditions (e.g. down to 47 Hz).
The tested bandwidths of NONE of the PMUs is enough to gaurantee
operational capability on islanded systems (42.5 Hz is not unknown).
A C37.118.1a-compliant PMU is not necessarily a reliable piece of
equipment to be used in any power system. Each device should be
independently tested to determine its suitability in a particular location
with particular power quality conditions and requirements.

IEC/IEEE 60255-118-1 etc.
• Is there an opportunity to make subsequent standards
(and testing) better?
• The Synchrohasor working group needs input from the
PMU user community!
• E.g. minutes from last WG meeting:
– Updating the F and ROCOF limits: No real work has been done
in this area. Allen did send out a report showing the
performance of 10 PMUs and the reference model. What are the
applications of ROCOF ? We need to know more.
– Should we put something into the standard to test PMU handling
of noise? What would such a test do? Where do we put in?
What should the limits of error be? No current answers on this.
A task force of Bill with anyone who wants to participate will
investigate this and make a recommendation.

Non-standard tests and real-world conditions

Unfinished work - Increased fault tolerance for frequency
and ROCOF - 27th August 2013 example – P class

Unfinished work - Increased fault tolerance for frequency
and ROCOF - 27th August 2013 example – P class

Unfinished work - Increased fault tolerance for frequency
and ROCOF - 27th August 2013 example – P class

Testing in software – MATLAB environment
•

MATLAB script configures and runs tests:
–
–
–
–

Choose PMU “brand”
Choose class (M or P)
Choose list of Reporting rates to test [FS1 , FS2 , FS3 .. FSN ]
Choose list of Tests to run [Test#1, Test#2 .. Test#N]
»

–

Choose options, e.g.
»
»

–

[1-6 are standard tests, 6-10 are non-standard]

Only test the hardest points (closest OOB points, highest modulation frequencies, etc).
Test harmonics only at f0 (standard) or across the frequency range (non-standard)

Loop round FSi
»
»

Start a summary log file for this PMU/Class/FSi combination
Loop round Testi
• Define require settling times for the PMU
• Set signal generation parameters
• Define exclusion zones (frequency ramp test)
• Define pass/fail limits

•

Nested loops around frequency, amplitude, modulation freq, modulation type, step
type, etc. as required (custom code required for each test)
–
–
–

»
»

Use sim() to call and run the Simulink model
Results are collected in the workspace
Next loop points

• Store the detailed results to individual files
• Analyse results against specifications
• Write a summary to the log file
• Next Test
Close log file for that PMU/Class/FSi combination
Next reporting rate

Testing in software – Simulink environment
Signal
Generation
(40 kHz)

Vabc (pu)

Analogue anti-alias filter
simulation

Downsample to
PMU sample rate

(40 kHz)

(4-16 kHz)

ADC simulation
~14 bits over ±1pu
Take known signal values
(amplitudes, phases,
frequency, ROCOF).

Timestamps of reports

Pull back their values from
the past at the Timestamp
times, using memory buffers
and interpolation between
samples.

PMU algorithm

Compare results.
Other considerations and assessments:

Settling time, Exclusion zones, Delay
Time, Response Time, Latency,
Undershoot, Overshoot

TVE
FE
RFE

END

